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Abstract—We consider the problem of causal estimation, i.e.,
filtering, of a real-valued signal corrupted by zero mean, time-independent, real-valued additive noise, under the mean-squared error
(MSE) criterion. We build a universal filter whose per-symbol
squared error, for every bounded underlying signal, is essentially
as small as that of the best finite-duration impulse response (FIR)
filter of a given order. We do not assume a stochastic mechanism
generating the underlying signal, and assume only that the variance of the noise is known to the filter. The regret of the expected
MSE of our scheme is shown to decay as O(log n=n), where
n is the length of the signal. Moreover, we present a stronger
concentration result which guarantees the performance of our
scheme not only in expectation, but also with high probability. Our
result implies a conventional stochastic setting result, i.e., when
the underlying signal is a stationary process, our filter achieves
the performance of the optimal FIR filter. We back our theoretical
findings with several experiments showcasing the potential merits
of our universal filter in practice. Our analysis combines tools
from the problems of universal filtering and competitive on-line
regression.
Index Terms—FIR MMSE filtering, logarithmic regret, online
learning, regret minimization, universal filtering, unsupervised
adaptive filtering.

I. INTRODUCTION
STIMATING the real-valued components of a signal corrupted by zero mean real-valued additive noise is a fundamental problem in signal processing and estimation theory.
When the underlying signal is a stationary process, the usual
criterion for the estimation is the mean square error (MSE), and
much work on minimum MSE (MMSE) estimation has been
done since Wiener [1]. Moreover, due to the ease of implementation, linear MMSE estimation has been popular for many
decades [2]. There are noncausal and causal versions of linear
MMSE estimation, and in the signal processing literature, the
term filtering is used for both cases. However, in this paper, we
will only use that term for causal estimation and refer to a causal
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estimator as a filter. The most common form of the linear MMSE
filter is the finite-duration impulse response (FIR) filter, since
stability is not an issue and it is easy to implement.
In practice, there are two limitations in building the linear
MMSE estimators. One is that we need prior knowledge of the
first and second moment of the signal which we usually do not
have. The other, which may be more severe, is that we need
stationarity assumptions on the underlying signal, whereas in
practice the signal may be nonstationary, or even nonstochastic
in many cases. In this paper, we will focus on FIR MMSE filters,
and try to tackle these limitations jointly.
Robust minimax [3]–[5] and adaptive filtering [6] are approaches that have been taken to deal with the above limitations.
The former aims to optimize for the worst case in the signal uncertainty set, to get a robust estimator. However, this approach
ignores the fact that we can learn about the signal, and most
of them allow large delay in estimation, i.e., noncausal estimation, which is not applicable in filtering problems that have strict
causality constraints. On the other hand, adaptive filtering tries
to build an FIR filter that sequentially updates its filter coefficients by learning from the noisy observation and a desired
response signal, which the filter output aims to approach. However, this is also not directly applicable to our setting of filtering
the underlying signal, since the desired response signal, which
is the underlying signal itself, is not available to the filter. Unsupervised adaptive filtering [7] considered the case where the
desired response signal is not available, but certain statistical assumptions on the underlying signal were needed. Hence, when
there is no knowledge about the statistical property of the underlying signal, or when the underlying signal is not a stochastic
process, it is not clear how we can apply the above approaches.
Instead, we take an on-line learning approach, whereby we do
not assume any stochastic mechanism in generating the underlying signal. Unlike the underlying signal, we do make assumptions on the noise, i.e., we assume that the noise is additive zero
mean, time-independent, bounded, and the variance of the noise
is known to the filter. The assumption of known noise variance
is not too stringent in practice given that the noise is time-independent. That is, by sending some training sequence before
the filtering process begins, we can have a good estimate on the
noise variance by taking the sample variance of the noise and assuming that the noise variance is known. Given above assumptions, we build a filter that performs essentially as well as the
best FIR filter which is tuned to the actual underlying sequence,
as the length of the observation sequence increases, regardless
of what that underlying sequence may be. We obtain performance guarantees pertaining both to the expected and the actual
MSEs. By doing so, we overcome the two limitations mentioned
above, guaranteeing uniformly good performance for every possible underlying individual signal. This individual sequence setting result is strong enough to imply the conventional stochastic
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setting result as well, namely, when the underlying signal is assumed to be stationary, the performance of our filter achieves the
performance of the optimal FIR filter. A more precise problem
formulation will be given in Section II.
Our on-line learning approach for FIR MMSE filtering is intimately related to two lines of research in information theory
and learning theory. One is the universal filtering problem, also
known as sequential compound decision problem, which is the
problem of causally estimating the finite alphabet individual sequence based on the Discrete Memoryless Channel (DMC) corrupted noisy observation. This problem has been initiated and
was the focus of much attention in 1950’s and 1960’s [8]–[10].
Recently, there has been resurgent interest in this area. For example, [11] establishes a connection between universal filtering
and universal prediction [12]. The other related problem area
is the competitive on-line linear regression problem for realvalued data, which is the problem of estimating the signal components based on past side information-signal pairs and current
side information. [13] has developed on-line linear regressors
for square error loss that compete with finite order linear regressors, and [14] extended this to the universal linear least squares
prediction problem for real-valued data. Our work is an extension of both problems, i.e., an extension of the universal filtering
problem to the case of real-valued individual sequences with
squared error loss and linear experts, and an extension of the
competitive on-line linear regression problem to the case where
the clean signal is not available for learning. Naturally, we try to
merge the methods of [11] and [13] in developing our universal
FIR MMSE filter.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The formulation
of the problem and the main result are given in Section II. We
derive our universal filter in Section III, and prove the main
theorem in Section IV. The stochastic setting result follows
in Section V, and several discussions are given in Section VI.
Section VII presents five different experiment sets that showcases the potential merits of our universal filter in practice.
Finally, concluding remarks and future work are given in
Section VIII. Proofs of lemmas are moved to the Appendix to
allow for a smooth flow of the arguments.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION, FILTER DESCRIPTION, AND
MAIN RESULT
A. Problem Formulation
denote the real-valued signal that we want
Let
takes value in
to estimate, and assume that for all ,
, for some
. We denote the
signal with lower case, since we do not make any probabilistic
can be
assumption on the generation of . Hence,
any arbitrary bounded individual sequence, even chaotic and
adversarial. Suppose this signal goes through an additive
is independent over , and
channel, where the noise
,
for all . Thus, the noise at each
time is not necessarily identically distributed, but we require
the variance to be equal for all time.1 Additionally, we assume
1In fact, the equal variance assumption for the noise components is not crucial, but it was assumed for the simplicity of the argument. Our scheme and
results would naturally generalize to the case of E (N ) =  , where  is
bounded away from zero for all t, provided that the variance sequence f g
is known to the filter.
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that the noise is bounded almost surely, i.e., there exists a
, such that
for all , with probability one.
The bounded noise assumption simplifies our analysis but is
as the output of the additive
not essential. We denote
, i.e.,
noisy channel whose input is
(1)
The boldface notations will denote the
-dimenrecent symbols, i.e.,
sional column vector of
,
,
, where
is a
and
transposition operator. For completeness, we assign zeros to
the elements of vectors whose indices are less than or equal to
and
.
zero. We denote
.
denotes the
Also, we denote
Euclidean norm if it is used for vectors, and operator norm
(i.e., maximum singular value) if used for matrices. Also, for
denotes -norm, i.e.,
.
matrices,
,
Generally, a filter is a sequence of mappings
and
is the causal estimator of
where
based on the noisy observation
. The
is measured by the normalized cuperformance of a filter for
mulative squared error or, equivalently, the mean-squared error
(MSE)2
(2)
Now, an FIR filter of order , the focus of this paper, can be
, where
is a vector of
denoted as
and
filter coefficients. Then, for each individual sequence
, the best FIR filter coefficients
noisy sequence realization
that achieves
(3)
.
is given as
Therefore, for given clean and noisy signal realization of length
, the best FIR filter of order is obtained from the complete
.
knowledge of
In this paper, we devise a filter
that
and the noise varionly depends on the noisy signal
ance , whose MSE asymptotically achieves (3) for every un, as becomes large. A more precise dederlying signal
scription of the performance guarantee will be presented in our
main theorem. As mentioned in the Introduction, this universal
FIR MMSE filtering problem is more challenging than the online linear least-squares regression problem [13], [14], since the
filter cannot observe the clean signal, but only observes its noisy
observation. Therefore, the filter needs to combat not only the
2In conventional signal processing literature where the underlying signal is
usually a stationary stochastic process, MSE means the expected squared-error
at certain time t, where the expectation is with respect to the signal and the
noise stationary distributions. In our setting, however, since we do not make
any assumption on the distribution of the underlying signal, we use the empirical
average of squared-errors and refer MSE to that quantity. As shown in Section V,
this performance measure is more general than the conventional one, since our
result implies a result for stochastic setting with conventional MSE.
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arbitrariness of the underlying signal, but also the randomness
of the noise. A similar setting of the linear least-squares prediction with noisy observations has been considered in [15]. The
difference between our filter and the noisy predictor in [15] is
that, by definition, our filter utilizes the noisy observation for
estimating , whereas the noisy predictor does not have the acis the most
cess to . This difference is a crucial one since
important observation for estimating , and it will result in a
significant performance gap between the two schemes. Several
experiments in Section VII will stress this point. Furthermore,
the result in [15] was obtained directly from the prediction result
in [14] and a concentration of the sum of noise symbols, namely,
simply tries to predict
based on
the noisy predictor for
, whereas our result is attained by adopting a more involved
prediction-filtering association developed in [11] and applying
probabilistic arguments. Hence, similarly as [15] is an extension
of [16] from finite-alphabet to the continuous-valued setting in
the prediction context, our work can be considered as an extension of [11] in the same direction for the filtering context.
B. Description of Our Filter

seem counterintuitive, it is a necessary requirement for our analysis that will become clear in Section III. Nonetheless, a reader
should not be confused with the fact that our scheme indeed is
by combining components of
a filter since it does use
in estimating . It will also become clear that the exclusion
in determining the filter coefficients does not affect the
of
filter performance much as we present our simulation results in
Section VII.
Following subsection presents our main result of this paper.
C. Main Result
Theorem 1: Consider a filter
in (7). Then, we have following two theorems.
and all
(a) For all

(b) For all

, all

as defined

, and sufficiently large ,

Here, we describe our filter. A detailed derivation of the filter
will be given in Section III. First, we define a positive definite
matrix
, and a preliminary
filter coefficient vector
(4)
for each . We also define a ball of filter coefficients
(5)
where
tion to the ball

, and a projec-

(6)
. The value of
for any
filter at time is given as

will be justified later. Then, our

(7)
where
, a projection of
to . Note
, but,
that this filter is not linear in the noise sequence
for given
, it linearly combines the noisy components
to estimate . A discussion of an algorithmic aspect of our
filter will be given in Section VI. The definition of our filter
(7) also requires the knowledge of signal and noise bounds,
and
, in addition to the noise variance . This is a refor all , and is
quirement to bound our filter coefficient
needed for proving our high probability results below. However,
in Section VI-B, we argue that this requirement is not necessary in any meaningful practical scenarios, and only the knowland are enough in building our universal
edge about
filter. Furthermore, one may be intrigued by the exclusion of
in determining the filter coefficients at time since is the
most important observation in estimating . Although this may

Remark: Note that we have suppressed all the constants in
notation. To state the dependencies on
the bound with
constants qualitatively, the bound in Part (a) depends poly,
, , and , and the bound in Part (b)
nomially on
,
, , and
, and exponendepends polynomially on
tially on . However, we omit these dependencies on constants
in stating the theorem to avoid unnecessarily complicated
expression of the theorem and to highlight the dependence
of the bound on the sequence length . Instead, we examine
the effect of constants on the convergence rate via various
experimentations given in Section VII, which will show that
the effects are not as severe as we see on the complicated
upper bound expressions. Part (a) of the theorem asserts the
logarithmic decay rate of the regret of the expected MSE of
our filter, where the expectation is with respect to the noise
distribution. Note that this logarithmic decay rate parallels that
of the results in [13] and [14]. Part (b) gives a much stronger
result than Part (a), i.e., it shows that, as grows, not only the
expected MSE of our filter gets close to the minimum expected
, but also the
MSE
actual MSE of our filter is guaranteed to be no larger than the
,
minimum actual MSE
with high probability. It is worth noting that, while in most
statistical signal processing contexts with a stochastic setting,
it is usually satisfactory and informative enough to make statements regarding the expected performance of a filter, this is
not the case in the individual sequence setting considered here.
The whole point of the individual sequence setting is to have a
complete picture of what is really happening (actual rather than
expected MSE) for every possible sequence. This is why we
obtain the high probability result, which guarantees the actual
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performance of the filter, in addition to Part (a). Finally, note
that from Part (b), we easily obtain the almost sure convergence

by the fact that
Borel-Cantelli lemma.3

is summable and applying the

III. DERIVATION OF THE UNIVERSAL FILTER
In this section, we derive our universal filter based on a similar
argument as in [11]. We first introduce the following definition
to further simplify our notation.
, define
Definition 1: For any
(a)
;
(b)
.
Remark: When we think of as a filter coefficient of order
,
denotes the squared loss incurred by a filter
. Note that, although suppressed in the notation,
depends not only on
, but also on . In contrast,
denotes the estimated loss of
based on
,
the meaning of which will become clear in what follows. Unlike
,
does not depend on and hence is observable.
Equipped with this notation, we have the following martingale lemma, which is inspired by [11].
Lemma 1: Consider a sequence of random vectors
, where each
. Suppose
is
-measurable for all . Then, for all

is a

-martingale
Proof: See Appendix A.
Now, consider a class of filters of the form
, where
. Then, since Lemma 1 also
holds for any constant weight vector
, we have

(8)
for all
, where (8) is from the martingale result established in Lemma 1. Hence, the observable
is an unbiased estimate of
.
3A

part of this result was presented in [17].

This is the reason why we referred to
as an estimated loss
in Definition 1. One important thing to note is that, from the relationship in (8), we can replace the sum,
, that depends both on
and
with its unbiased estimate that only depends on
. We attempt to build our universal filter that, by definition, should only depend on the noisy
observation causally, based on these unbiased estimates of the
squared-error losses. This approach of working with an unbiased estimate to circumvent the difficulty of not observing the
underlying clean signal has also been utilized in various previous research papers such as wavelet-based denoising [18], parameter estimation [19], discrete denoising [20], [21] and universal filtering of finite-alphabet signals [10], [11], [22].
To derive our universal filter, we follow the perspective of prediction-filtering association developed in [11]. Namely, we can
, which is based on
, as a
think of the filter coefficient
prediction of a linear mapping for time that maps a vector
into . Then,
can be thought of as the corresponding
loss incurred at time by that prediction. Conversely, whenever
in the above sense,
we have a sequence of predictors
we can associate an FIR filter by merely defining
. As in [11], we continue to adhere to the prediction
viewpoint in further development of our filter. Note the difference that we are trying to predict a linear mapping to apply at
time , unlike the scheme in [15] which tries to predict . The
sum
can then be interpreted as a difference between the cumulative loss incurred by the sequence of
and that of a constant predictor . Our appredictors
proach is to come up with a sequence of predictors
that makes the cumulative loss of the predictors close to that of
the best constant predictor, and then show that the associated
filter indeed is defined as (7) and has the properties presented in
Theorem 1.
In solving the above prediction problem, by recognizing
as a convex function in , one may be tempted to use
algorithms that are developed in the context of online convex
optimization [23] in the learning theory community. That is, to
obtain the logarithmic decay rate of Part (a), we can proceed
as an individual sequence and
as in [11] by treating
simply apply the algorithms in [23] to the prediction problem
inside the expectation in (8), and get the logarithmic regret
even before taking the expectation. A slower rate than the loga, can indeed be attained this way by
rithmic rate, e.g.,
applying general online gradient descent algorithms as in [24].
However, for the logarithmic rate, the subtle point is that, due
to
being random, the induced loss function
does not
satisfy the conditions required by the algorithms in [23]: being
exp-concave4 with some constant
for all . Therefore, we
cannot directly apply the algorithms developed in [23]. Instead,
we derive our predictor in a rather intuitive way, and carefully
analyze the behavior of our associated filter’s performance by
taking into account the randomness of
. A detailed
analysis will follow in the next section.
4A convex function f (x) is an exp-concave function with parameter
f (x)) is a concave function in x.
if exp(

0

> 0,
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Before obtaining our filter, we consider our estimator for the
(regularized) cumulative loss up to time , which we define to
be

and
(10)
where
(b) Let

is the maximum eigenvalue of
. Then

.

(c) For all
(9)

is the -by- identity matrix. Note that
, defined in Section II-B, is the Hessian
and is positive definite for all . Then, it is clear to reof
defined in (4) is a unique minimizer of
,
alize that
the cumulative estimated losses up to time
. Note that de,
can grow without bound as bepending on
comes large. However, as shown in the next section, the best
FIR filter coefficient
that achieves (3) is bounded with high
probability, and we would only need to consider the filter coefficients that are bounded, i.e., coefficients in . Therefore, by
projecting
onto , we obtain our prediction
for time
which is always in and
-measurable. This predictor
can be thought of as a follow-the-leader type predictor in [9],
[10] except for the ridge term in
that prevents
from
diverging. Finally, following the prediction-filtering association
mentioned above, we define our filter at time as
where

which is also given in (7). Since
is
-measurable,
(8) remains valid with
replacing
. The form of our
filter resembles that of the Recursive Least Square (RLS) adaptive filter [6, Ch. 9] or the on-line ridge regressor [13]. The difference is that (7) is solely expressed with the noisy signals and
the noise variance, whereas the other two need to know a desired
response or the clean past signal components. We now move
on to prove that our filter (7) satisfies the properties stated in
Theorem 1.

Proof: Part (a) and (b) follow from manipulations of the
. Part (c) builds a telescoping sum and uses the
definition of
. See Appendix B for a detailed proof.
convexity of
Lemma 3: Denote
. Then,
,
(a) For any

where
(b) Let
matrix

.
be the minimum eigenvalue of the random
. Then,

where
.
Proof: Part (a) is based on the concentration of the sum of
bounded martingale differences. Part (b) uses the fact that the
minimum eigenvalue of a matrix is a continuous function of the
elements of the matrix. See Appendix C for a detailed proof.
Remark: Part (b) of the lemma shows that, as grows, the
will grow linearly in with high
minimum eigenvalue of
probability. This property plays a central role in the proof of
our theorem.
Equipped with the above two lemmas, we now prove Part (a)
of our theorem.
Proof of theorem 1(a): First, note that

IV. ANALYSIS
We first present two lemmas needed for the proof of Part (a)
of our theorem. Lemma 2, which resembles the steps in [13] and
and
. Lemma
[25, Ch. 11.7], collects properties of
3 asserts a key concentration result and borrows a law of large
numbers argument from [10].
and
defined in Section II-B.
Lemma 2: Consider
satisfies5
(a)

5Here and throughout, equalities and inequalities between random variables,
when not explicitly mentioned, are to be understood in the almost sure sense.

achieves

and
. Hence, it is enough to only consider the filter
coefficients in and show

(11)
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to prove Part (a) of our theorem. To show this, for our filter
defined in (7) and for all
, we begin with the
following inequality:

Lemma 3(b) again, we know that with probability of at least
, the event

(19)
hold. Therefore, by conditioning on this event and its complement, we can continue to upper bound (18) as
(12)
(13)
where (12) follows from (8) and definition of
follows from Lemma 2(c). To proceed, consider

(20)

, and (13)

(14)
where (14) follows from applying
obtained in Lemma 2(a) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.
We now continue (13) separately on each term of (14). The expected sum of the first term in (14) becomes

(21)
for any
, we know
Since
that (20) is upper bounded by a constant. Furthermore, since the
bound
holds for any
, we conclude that (21) is
.
We can apply a similar technique to bound the expected sum
of the second and the third term in (14). From Lemma 2(a) and
, with probLemma 3(b), we can see that for
, we have
ability of at least
and thus,
. Therefore,
by conditioning on this event and its complement, we have

(22)
and
. Thus, we conclude that (22) is
upper bounded by a constant. Similarly, we have
where (22) follows from

(15)

(16)

(17)
(23)
(18)
where (15) follows from the fact that
is symmetric and
; (16) follows from Lemma 2(b) and set; (17) follows from
ting
by interlacing inequality [26, Theth term in the end, and
orem 4.3.1] and adding the
(18) follows from the fact
. Now, by applying

and see that (23) is again upper bounded by a constant. Therefore, by combining the bounds on (20), (21), (22), and (23), we
continue from (13) and obtain

(24)
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for all
. Since is a bounded set, we have proved (11)
and Part (a) of the theorem.
To prove Part(b) of Theorem 1, we need two additional
lemmas. Lemma 4 below shows that when the probability of
each random variable indexed by being positive has an upper
bound that exponentially decreases in , the probability of the
average being positive also has a bound that is summable in .
Lemma 5 gives a result paralleling (24) for the high probability
setting.
Lemma 4: Let
be a sequence of random variables
a.s. for some positive constants
satisfying
and and, for each ,
for some
positive constant . Then

and similarly as in Part (a), it suffices to only consider the filter
coefficients in and prove

(27)
Since is compact and
are bounded for all
, we can easily verify that
is a
be a finite set
Lipschitz continuous function on . Now, let
that is obtained by uniformly quantizing with resolution .
Then, from Lipschitz continuity, we can find a constant such
that

(25)
Proof: The lemma follows from successive applications of
the union bound. See Appendix D for a detailed proof.
Remark: As aforementioned, the key point of this lemma is
that the right-hand side of (25) decays fast enough with so that
.
it ensures
. Then, for all , all
, and for
Lemma 5: Fix
any fixed
, our filter
defined in (7) satisfies

(28)
where

is a constant independent of . Note that
. Furthermore, for given
, there exists some
sufficiently large
such that for all
,

for all
since
Then, we have

Proof: The proof follows from the martingale result in
Lemma 1 and the result of Lemma 4. See Appendix E for a detailed proof.
Now, we can prove the second part of our theorem.
Proof of theorem 1(b): Recall from Section II-A that the
best FIR filter coefficients that achieves (3) is given as

. Now, fix

, and let

(29)
.

(30)

(31)
Lemma 3(b) shows that with probability of at least
, the maximum eigenvalue of
is less than or equal to
, hence,
and
. This shows
the reason why we set the value of as in Section II-B. From
this observation, we know that

(26)

(32)

(33)
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where (30) follows from (29); (31) follows from
;
(32) follows from the union bound, and (33) follows from
. Now, applying Lemma 5 asserts that (33) is
. Therefore, (27) is proved
upper bounded by
and Part(b) of the theorem follows.

where (35) follows from (34), (36) follows from exchanging
expectation with minimum, and (37) follows from applying Part
.
(a) of Theorem 1 for each conditioned sequence
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Algorithmic Description

V. STOCHASTIC SETTING
The individual sequence setting result of Theorem 1 ensures
a conventional stochastic setting result as well. Namely, when
the underlying signal is a bounded, real-valued, stationary stochastic process, our universal filter achieves the performance of
the optimal FIR filter, or the Wiener FIR filter. This result is
analogous to the stochastic setting result for the finite-alphabet
underlying signals in [27].
Suppose the underlying signal
is now a stationary stochastic process, independent of the noise
as its probability distribution.
process, and denote
for
Without loss of generality, we assume
all . Then, we can denote the minimum MSE (MMSE)
attained by the Wiener FIR filter as
, where
, and
. The
following corollary asserts our stochastic setting result.
is a staCorollary 1: Suppose the underlying signal
detionary stochastic process. Then the filter
fined in (7) satisfies

Proof: The proof follows from applying Part (a) of Theorem 1. Note that from the stationarity,

(34)
Therefore, we have

As shown in the definition of our filter, the main requirement
in implementing our filter is to calculate the preliminary filter
for each time . Lemma 2(a) and the matrix
coefficient
inversion lemma
shows that
can be recursively updated with
, instead of
, which a naive inversion
complexity of
of
will require. Therefore, the total complexity of our filter
.
for given sequence length and filter order is
B. Requirement of the Knowledge on Bounds of Signal and
Noise
As we mentioned in Section II-B, implementation of our filter
coefficient
requires the knowledge of the signal and noise
and
. This was necessary in proving Lemma
bounds,
5 where we needed to make sure that the martingale differare bounded for all .
ences
However, in any practical scenarios, we claim that this requirement is not necessary since all possible implementable filter
coefficients that we are competing with, including the best implementable FIR filter coefficient, should be bounded anyway.
More specifically, when we build the FIR filters with Digital
Signal Processor (DSP) chips, any possible filter coefficients
should have bounded norms due to the memory limits of the
, which is independent of
and
processors. Suppose
, is the maximum bound on the coefficients that a DSP chip
can support. Then, it is clear that the norm of the best FIR filter
coefficient that is implementable with the DSP is less than or
. Therefore, when we set the bound of in (5)
equal to
as
, all the analysis that we gave will still
hold. Hence, in most practical scenarios, we would not need to
and
explicitly. Instead, the knowledge
know the bounds
, which we
of the predetermined parameter of a DSP chip
know from the specification of the DSP chips, the noise variance
, and the noisy signal
would suffice to implement our
.
universal filter
C. Comments on the Expectation Result
In Theorem 1(a), we focused on the regret of the expected
MSEs

(35)
(38)
and showed that this regret goes to zero at rate
. In
fact, we can consider an even stronger notion, the expectation
of the actual regret,
(36)
(37)

(39)
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Clearly, (39) is an upper bound on (38), and we do not know how
to attain the logarithmic decay rate for (39). However, with additional complexity of the filtering scheme, we can upper bound
. The trick would be to consider the noisy
(39) by
signal components with blocks (of length ) so that concentration of the block-sum of the estimated losses can happen to ensure the exp-concavity of the loss functions with sufficiently
high probability, and use the result of [23]. This trick would
factor due to treating estimated losses with
lose additional
blocks. Although this gives a meaningful bound for the stronger
measure (39), we omit a detailed analysis.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of our universal filter with several experiments.
A. Linear, Stochastic Signal
Our first example considers the case where the underlying
signal is a stationary, first order autoregressive signal. More
evolves as
specifically, the clean signal
(40)
where
is iid
, and
to
. The noisy signal
assure the stationarity of
is obtained from passing the clean signal through the additive
channel (1), where
is iid
, independent of
. Note that we assumed the signal and the noise are
Gaussian processes, although we required them to be bounded in
the analysis of the theorem. However, for any finite , the signal
and the noise are bounded by
and
, which are both finite. Therefore, the analysis
of our theorem still holds. Moreover, in the practical scenario
as discussed in Section VI-B, our universal filter
in (7) can still be implemented without any knowledge of
or
. That is, we assumed that the limit of a DSP chip
is sufficiently large, and we used the raw
for our filter
coefficients.
, and exWe implemented our universal filter of order
. For comparison
perimented with the sequence length
purpose, we implemented the noisy predictor in [15] and a filter
that can be induced by applying the online gradient descent algorithm in [24], both with the same order. The noisy predictor
, where
in [15] is given as
(41)
and ,
are defined in the same way as our filter. (41) looks
is clearly a predictor and
very similar to (4), but
in estimating
. The
not a filter, since it does not utilize
gradient-descent filter obtained by applying the online gradient
descent algorithm in [24], as described in Section III, is given
, where
as

(42)

Fig. 1. MSEs for AR(1) signal (40). 1(a) is for a single sample path, and 1(b)
is for the average of 100 experiments.

is again the projection function in (6), and
is the
is convex
learning rate. Since the estimated loss function
, [24] assures the same asympfor all and , when
as our filter, but with a
totical optimality of
slower convergence rate
. As an ultimate comparison
scheme, we also implemented Kalman filter, which is the
optimal filter for above Gaussian signal and noise. Note that
although Kalman filter is also a linear filter, the order is not
finite, but is increasing with .
Fig. 1(a) shows the MSE results of our universal filter
, the noisy predictor
, the gradient-descent
filter
, the best FIR filter
that achieves (3),
and Kalman filter, for a single realization of the signal and the
with
noise. Since the convergence of
was extremely slow in our experiment, we instead plot with a
. First thing to note in Fig. 1(a)
faster learning rate
is that the performance of the best FIR filter of order
nearly overlaps with the performance of the optimal Kalman
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filter. This may be due to the diminishing dependency of noisy
signal on the past and enhances justification of our focus on the
finite-order filters. Now, from the MSE curve of our universal
filter, we can clearly see that our filter, which only observes the
noisy signals causally together with the knowledge of the noise
variance, successfully attains the performance of the best FIR
filter with the same order, which is determined by a complete
, as guaranteed by our Theorem 1. In
knowledge on
addition, from above observation, we notice that our filter nearly
attains the optimal performance of Kalman filter with almost
negligible margin as the sequence length increases. Moreover,
we observe that the convergence rate of our filter is much faster
, which is again
than the gradient-descent filter
predicted by our theorem. Thus, although the gradient-descent
filter may have the same asymptotically optimal performance
as our filter, it performs poorly in practice with finite-length
signal. It is also obvious from the figure that the noisy predictor
is not able to achieve the performance of the best
FIR filter. This is because the noisy predictor does not have an
access to in estimating , whereas is the most important
. Therefore, this experiment demonstrates
observation for
that our universal filter successfully generalizes the noisy
predictor in [15] to the filtering setting. Fig. 1(b) presents the
result of an average performance of 100 different sample paths
of the signal and the noise. We observe that the performance
and convergence rate of each scheme for a single sample path is
consistent with the average performance. This asserts the high
probability result of our theorem.
B. Nonlinear, Stochastic Signal
Our next example considers the case where the clean signal
involves nonlinear terms. That is, we consider the following underlying nonlinear signal

(43)
is iid
and
for
,1,
where
which also appears in [28, Sec. VI]. We pass this signal again
iid
,
through the additive channel (1) with
. We again experimented with
independent of
for our filter and
. Unlike the autoregressive signal
case, Kalman filter is neither optimal nor implementable for
this signal. Instead, we compare our filter with the extended
Kalman filter [29], which is commonly used in practice for filtering nonlinear signals of known statistics. Note that, however,
the extended Kalman filter is not an optimal filter, but just one
heuristic that approximates the nonlinear terms with the first
order Taylor expansions. Therefore, the extended Kalman filter
would not necessarily perform better than our universal filter.
Fig. 2 shows the MSE results of our filter, the noisy predictor,
the gradient-descent filter, the best FIR filter, and the extended
Kalman filter for the nonlinear signal (43). The single sample
path result in Fig. 2(a) again shows the similar result as the autoregressive signal case in Fig. 1(a). The most notable point of
this experiment is that our filter outperforms the performance of

Fig. 2. MSEs for nonlinear signal (43). 2(a) is for a single sample path, and
2(b) is for the average of 100 experiments.

the extended Kalman filter. That is, although our filter only competes with linear filters with finite order, since the performance
target of our filter is the best FIR filter that is determined by the
actual realization of the signal and the noise, it can outperform
the extended Kalman filter which is nonlinear and knows the
signal model (43). Again, Fig. 2(b) shows the average performance which is consistent with the single sample path result.
C. Universality of Our Filter
The above two examples show that our filter, which does not
know about the underlying signal model, can learn about the
signal and perform as well as or better than the schemes that rely
on the exact knowledge of the signal model. The third example
stresses this powerful universality of our filter. We again experiment with the first order autoregressive signal and the nonlinear
signal, but with different models. That is,
(44)
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Fig. 4. MSE results averaged over 100 experiments for Henon map (46).

our filter outperforms the mismatched Kalman and extended
Kalman filter for both cases with significant margins. These experiments plainly show that our filter universally attains the performance of the best FIR filter regardless of the signal models,
whereas schemes that heavily depend on the knowledge of the
signal models are very sensitive to the assumed models. Therefore, when there are uncertainties in the signal model, which
is usually the case in practice, our universal filter clearly has a
potential in improving on conventional filtering schemes that require knowledge of signal models.
D. Filtering Deterministic Signal
We next consider the case where the underlying signal is the
Henon map,
(46)
Fig. 3. Average MSEs for signals (44) and (45). Kalman filter and the extended
Kalman filter used here are matched to wrong signals (40) and (43), respectively.
(a) Average MSE result for autoregressive signal (44); (b) average MSE result
for nonlinear signal (45).

and

(45)
with the same initial conditions as (40) and (43), respectively,
are now the inputs to the additive channel (1) with
iid
, independent of
. Since our filter does
not depend on the signal model, the exact same scheme as what
we used for the above two experiments is again applied for filtering both (44) and (45). For comparison schemes, we use the
Kalman filter that is matched to (40) for (44) and the extended
Kalman filter that is matched to (43) for (45) to see the sensitivity of those schemes to the underlying signal models. Fig. 3
shows the average MSE results of 100 experiments with
for our filter and sequence length
. We observe that

, which is deterministic but known to exhibit
with
chaotic behavior. For the demonstration of the chaotic behavior
of Henon map, refer to [28, Sec. VI, Fig. 8]. Again, this signal is
iid
. Now,
corrupted by the channel (1) with
since the underlying signal is deterministic, a filtering scheme
that relies on the knowledge of the signal model does not make
sense in this case, because knowing the model is equivalent to
knowing the signal completely. Therefore, it is not clear what
conventional schemes to apply for filtering the above Henon
map-generated signal. However, we can still apply our universal
filter since it does not depend on the underlying signal. Fig. 4
again shows the average MSE results of our filter, the noisy predictor, the gradient-descent filter, and the best FIR filter with
and
. We observe that our filter reduces MSE
significantly from the noise variance 1, which is the MSE of
, and outperforms both
saying-what-you-see filter
the noisy predictor and the gradient-descent filter significantly.
E. Effect of Constants on the Convergence Rate of Regret
Finally, our next example illustrates the effect of constants to
the convergence rate of our filter, which was suppressed in the
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presentation of our theorem. We set the nonlinear signal (43)
as the underlying signal and measured the impact of three con, the noise variance , and the filter
stants: the signal bound
order . We omitted to vary the bound on the noisy signal
since it is closely related to , and varying
would show
the similar behavior as varying . Moreover, instead of varying
of the signal directly, we varied the variance of the innovadenoted as
for the sake of simple simulation.
tion
is tied up with that of varying
Clearly, the effect of varying
. Fig. 5 summarizes the results of the experiments. First, note
that instead of MSEs, the regrets

are plotted, and the scale of y axis of the plots are slightly different. The plots are again averages of 100 realizations with se. Fig. 5(a) shows the effect of the bound
quence length
on the signal by experimenting with varying . The noise variwas fixed to 1, and the filter order was
. We can
ance
observe that as signal amplitude becomes large, the convergence
of regret gets attenuated, but not so severely. On the contrary,
Fig. 5(b) shows the effect of the noise variance and the bound
on the noise by experimenting with varying . In this case,
the innovation variance
was fixed to 1, and the filter order
. The figure shows that larger noise variance,
was again
or smaller signal-to-noise ratio have an impact in attenuating
the convergence rate of the regret more severely than the vice
versa case. Fig. 5(c) shows the effect of the filter order on the
and the
convergence rate of regret. The innovation variance
were all set to 1 in this experiment. We obnoise variance
serve that, although the dependency on was exponential in our
upper bound (33), the slowdown of the convergence rate is not
so severe in this case. Overall, although a qualitative statement,
we state that despite the complex constant expressions in our
analysis, the effect of those constants are not as severe as we
got in our bound. Indeed, we believe this tendency of the dependency on the constants would mostly be the case in practice,
since many of the constant bounds are obtained from the worst
case scenario, i.e., signal or noise having always the maximum
amplitudes.
From this representative set of simulations, we observe that
our simple universal filter provides considerable performance
gains in filtering noisy signals, especially when there are uncertainties in the underlying signal models.
VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
We have devised a filtering scheme that, for every bounded
underlying signal, performs essentially as well as the best FIR
filter without any knowledge of the underlying signal and with
only the knowledge of the first and second moments of the noise,
under the MSE criterion. We showed that the regret vanishes
in both expectation and high probability, and the decay rate of
the regret of the expected MSE was shown to be logarithmic
in . The logarithmic regret was not straightforward to achieve
are
due to the fact that the estimated loss functions
not always exp-concave functions. We also presented several

Fig. 5. Regrets averaged over 100 experiments for nonlinear signal (43) with
varying parameters. (a) Regret when the innovation variance  is varying;
(b) regret when the noisy variance  is varying; (c) regret when the filter order
d is varying.
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simulation results that support our theoretical guarantees and
show the potential merits of applying our filter in practice.
Although the dependency of the bounds on was suppressed
in our result, we can increase with with sufficiently slow
speed and still guarantee the asymptotically optimal performance. We omit a detailed mathematical argument here, but,
for example, for each sequence length , if we set the order of
our filter as
, the regret of our filter to any FIR
filter would still go to zero as goes to infinity. This scheme
resembles the schemes devised for the universal compression
[30], prediction [31], and filtering [11] problems for finite-alphabet signals, that successfully compete with any order of
Markov schemes. Our above scheme assumes the knowledge
at the beginning of the filtering process to determine
of
, which implies that the scheme is not strongly sequential
and depends on the horizon. However, it is straightforward to
construct a strongly sequential scheme from above scheme by
using techniques that are by now standard, e.g., doubling tricks
in [25, Ch. 2.3]. That is, we can divide the sequence into blocks
with exponentially growing length, and apply above scheme
separately by blocks to make the regret to any FIR filter vanish
as the sequence length increases.
As for future work, we can extend our scheme to compete
with reference classes that are larger than the class of FIR filters in order to further minimize the MSE. One possible such
extension is to devise a scheme that competes with the class of
switching FIR filters that parallels the switching predictors in
[32] and switching denoisers in [21]. Again, obtaining the exas in [32], where
is the
pected regret of rate
number of switches, may not be straightforward since the loss
function is not always exp-concave, a condition required for the
scheme in [32]. Another direction is to compete with the class
of general nonlinear schemes as has been done for the denoising
(noncausal estimation) case in [33]. However, in this case, the
procedure to obtain an unbiased estimate of the true MSE would
not be as simple as that in this paper, since the martingale relationship in Lemma 1 relied heavily on the linearity of the filter.
Instead, the channel inversion process developed in [33] may be
a necessary component.

B. Proof of Lemma 2
Proof: The argument for Part (a) and Part (b) almost coincides with that of [25, Ch. 11.7] except for the constant vector
in the definition of
. But, that difference hardly affects the
argument.
(a) From (4),

Also

(b) The bound can be obtained by following inequalities.

(49)
(50)
(51)

APPENDIX

(52)

A. Proof of Lemma 1
Proof: Fix

is crucial to have the above equality.
Note that
is a martingale difHence,
ference, and, therefore,
is a martingale.

where (49) is from the definition (4), (50) is from CauchySchwartz inequality, (51) is from the definition of matrix
is a symmetric
norm, and (52) is from the fact that
matrix.
(c) From Definition 1,
and
. Hence,

. Consider

(47)
where (47) follows since
and
. Therefore, for all
(48)

(53)
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where (53) holds since
from
definition in (4). Therefore, summing over leads to

and
are zero mean and independent. Therefore,
s and
s are all bounded,
since we assumed that
we can apply Hoeffding-Azuma inequality [25, Sec.
A.1.3] to get the bound

(57)
(54)

which, combined with (56), proves part (a).
(b) In [34, (2.2)], we find

The inequality in (54) holds since
for
. Now, since
is convex, and
is its
all
minimizing argument,
. Following some
algebra, we obtain

(58)
where
values of
and
metric in

which proves the lemma.

are the eigen, respectively,
. Let us denote
. Then, since (58) is symand , the inequality
is also true. Now, we observe that
-by-

and
matrix

and

C. Proof of Lemma 3
Proof:
(a) From the union bound,
(55)

due to the symmetry of
and, thus, deduce that

in

and

,

(59)
(56)
denotes the
where
. Since
trix
centration of
note that

th entry of the ma-

i.e., the minimum eigenvalue is a Lipschitz continuous function of the elements of the matrix. Now,
denote the event
. Then, if
, we have
(60)

, we consider the con. We

(61)
where
, (60) is from
is
(59), and (61) is from the fact that
, by choosing
positive semidefinite. Since
, part (b) is proven by applying the result of part
(a).

and consider the cases when
and
, separately. When
, we can verify that the sequence
is a martingale
, since
are
difference with respect to
,
assumed to be independent with
for all . When
, without loss of generality, we
. Then, we can again verify that
can assume
is a martingale
difference with respect to
, since

D. Proof of Lemma 4
Proof: Note first that, by the union bound, for any
(62)
(63)
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for sufficiently large . Then,

(69)

Then, from the union bound, we have

(64)
(65)
(70)
(66)
(67)

Since
and
are bounded, and (a) and (c) are
bounded martingale from Lemma 1. Thus, we can use the
Hoeffding-Azuma inequality [25, Lemma A.7] to bound the
first and third term of (70) as
(71)

(68)

;
where (64) follows from the given bound
(65) follows from
; (66) follows from the condition
on ; (67) follows from the union of events, and (68) follows
from (63). In particular, taking
gives

(72)
where

(73)
It is obvious that (71) and (72) vanish much faster than
, and thus, the remaining property we need is
(74)
To show this, recall (14) and (19) and define

and proves the lemma.
E. Proof of Lemma 5
To simplify the notation, we will use the
notation in
Definition 1. First, note that we have following decomposition:
Then, by denoting
, again from Lemma 2(a) and
.
Lemma 3(b), we have
Since
is positive semi-definite and
,
. Hence,
we can apply Lemma 4 and show

(75)
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(77)
where (75) follows from Lemma 4; (76) follows from
, and (77) follows from identical steps as in (12)–(18),
, and
. Therefore, (74) and the
the fact that
lemma are proved.
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